The Memory Miracle - Masterclass with Dr Rich Allen
Presented by Dr Rich Allen
What if every student in your classroom found it easy to
remember complex information? How would that affect their
attitude to learning? What would it do to your test r...
Format: Live Masterclass
Audience: Teachers who would like to improve their teaching effectiveness

Description
What if every student in your classroom found it easy to remember complex information? How
would that affect their attitude to learning? What would it do to your test results?
Right now, many otherwise perfectly bright students are failing tests because they struggle to
remember what we teach them. Disheartened by their results, these students quickly buy into a
damaging myth: that they are 'stupid' and there's no point in trying. But it doesn't have to be that
way.
In a PD session you'll never forget, learn the secrets to making sure every student memorises
your content - every time. Discover the miraculous workings of the human memory, the power of
your own mind, and how to deliberately weave highly memorable moments into every lesson.

Occurrences
There are no occurrences of this format in Australia (NSW) at this time.
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Sessions
Live Presentation
2 hours
The entire course will be delivered as one live presentation.

About the team

Dr Rich Allen
Creator

Dr. Rich Allen is a highly regarded educator and master
trainer, with a Ph.D. in Educational Psychology. His cognitive
learning theory research, which provided understanding on
how the brain receives, processes, stores, and recalls
information, forms the basis for his radical approach to
teaching, presenting and facilitating.
In 25 years of taking his ideas around the world, he has
changed the lives of tens thousands of educators and
executives, by giving them practical new presentation and
teaching techniques that massively increase personal
effectiveness.
A former high school math and drama teacher, Rich was a
Director and Lead Facilitator for SuperCamp, a 10-day
accelerated learning program for teens, before focusing on
teaching brain-based learning strategies to adults. He is the
author of a number of best-selling education books including:
Impact Teaching and Green Light Classrooms.
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Enrol now to secure your spot
Limited spots are available. Please enrol online or fax your enrolment to 1300 667 691 to
secure your spot.
Please note, by submitting this enrolment form you are confirming that you have been
given financial approval by your employer to attend this course. Cancellation advice
should be given in writing 7 days before the commencement of this course.
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